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THREE SEASONED
TRAVELLERS
SHARE THEIR
ESSENTIALS
FOR STAYING
STYLISH ON
THE GO

THE BEACH GODDESS
Pregnant supermodel and founder of KORA
ORGANICS skincare (spacenk.com) Miranda
Kerr is bound for the Bahamas with her family.
It’s so relaxing to be near the ocean. Being together
as a family and having barbecues on the beach at night
is really lovely.
I fight jet lag by avoiding fizzy drinks on the flight. I drink
lots of water, try to rest as much as possible and zone out with
my eye mask. I also use earplugs to block out the noise and,
if I still can’t settle, I’ll use meditation.
When I land, I like to get outside for a walk in the fresh air.
It feels good to get some vitamin D from the sun and do a bit of
light stretching. I always put my skincare products in the hotel
fridge for added cooling benefits in the heat.
When it comes to my beach look, I love the fit of one-pieces.
They are very flattering and comfortable. I’m always barefoot on
the beach, if I can get away with it.
For my everyday summer beauty look, I mix a little concealer with
my Noni Face Oil and apply it for a light, dewy coverage. I also like
a soft veil of colour on my cheeks, highlighter on my cheekbones and
a touch of mascara. I also love a red lip, it looks great with glowing skin.
When I’m on the beach, I wear a big sunhat. I use SPF on my face,
but not all over my body. I get minimum sun exposure by sitting under
an umbrella. I use Coola on the kids.
The one hair essential I couldn’t travel without is Klorane dry shampoo.
It’s so great for in-between washes and gives lift and volume.
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THE BEAUTY MINIMALIST
Travel photographer, blogger and Instagram phenomenon
Lucy Williams is retreating to a restored farmhouse in inland
Ibiza with girlfriends this summer.
I’ve had enough practice running for flights to know I must always
wear trainers! Veja are my go-to, as they look good with everything.
I can also wear them on long walks once I’m in Ibiza.
I’m a big believer in in-flight beauty. Kiehl’s does an amazing
overnight lip balm, which I apply regularly on the aeroplane to combat
the dry atmosphere, along with Chanel hand cream. I also apply my Dr.
Barbara Sturm Face Cream, £132, before take off for a hit of hydration.
Ibiza brings out my inner hippie child, especially the northern part of
the island, which is where we’re heading. It will be the perfect mix of
lazy breakfasts in the Santa Gertrudis square and long days at Cala
Benirrás beach. The beach has a really hippie vibe and an amazing
restaurant for low-key, mellow lunches. Then we’ll go back to our
hotel, La Granja, for rosé. You can wear so much colour, crochet
and gold jewellery. It’s all very me.
I like to think I’m a light packer, but I’m not. I get over-excited
and always take too much. I tend to pack lots of dresses and sandals.
There is a great brand I discovered in Ibiza called De La Vali and it
has a 1970s feel; very Jerry Hall.
Sunglasses are my thing and I always have about seven pairs in
my bag: classic Ray-Bans, a pair of red cat’s eye frames from
Mulberry, glittery ones from Le Specs, the list goes on!
I love freckles and let mine show, and I’m all about
glowing skin. Milk Makeup does a great highlighter
stick that you can apply all over. It really catches the
light. I’m also into my Nars Tinted Moisturiser, but
I love that point in the holiday where you are sun-kissed
enough to forego make-up.
I’m careful in the sun and use SPF 50 on my face and
SPF 30 on my body. I have to use children’s sunscreen
on my nose as it’s quite sun damaged and that stuff just
doesn’t come off!
I love bare nails against tanned skin and accessorise
my feet with gold anklets instead of polish.
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THE SAVVY PACKER
Dija Ayodele, creator of Black Skin Directory
(an online platform servicing the skincare
needs of women of colour in the UK), facialist
and mum-of-two, is going on a road trip from
Saint Sebastián to Barcelona to find the best tapas.
We usually go long-haul to places such as Barbados, but as
we have two small children, we’ve decided to stay closer to
home this year. We are flying to Saint Sebastián and driving
to Zaragoza and Pamplona on route to Barcelona. We’re
going for the food, I’m not going to lie!
I’m a nervous traveller, so I always take ashwagandha
tablets before flying to help calm me down. I use Burt’s Bees
Lip Balm to keep my lips hydrated and I never travel without
Omorovicza Face Mist. I spritz my skin regularly, along
with my husband’s and kids’!
I need to take a varied wardrobe as it’s going to be a mixture of
being on the beach and walking around the towns. I’ll pack my Heidi
Klein swimsuit and Melissa Odabash kaftan to wear with bare feet on
the beach, and Giuseppe Zanotti flat sandals, H&M shorts and a New
Look top for exploring the museums and taking in the history. I always
mix high-end with high street.
I leave my hair natural on holiday, but also travel with an amazing
blonde wig, which instantly glams up any look. No hair accessories
are needed; it’s enough on its own.
On holiday, it’s all about a minimal beauty look. I just wear sunscreen
during the day, but in the evening I dust on some MAC face powder. I’ll
add a little bronze eye pencil in the inner corners of my eyes and I’m ready.
I pack a lot of sun cream for the kids. I use a Danish brand called
Ecooking; its SPF 30 ticks all the boxes.
You can’t go wrong with Palmer’s Cocoa Butter. It’s great because you
can use it on the whole family and it’s brilliant on dry patches of skin. The
smell reminds me of my childhood, too. I also always have tubes of Glossier
Balm Dotcom in my bag – you can apply it anywhere and everywhere.
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